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TenWise offers text mining solutions by 
providing access to its KMAP platform.  
 
Our KMAP platform captures validated 
scientific knowledge about human genes, 
micro-organisms, metabolites, pathways, 
phenotypes, diseases, drug compounds and 
research workflows, in over 200 million 
biological relations. 
 

“TenWise use intelligent, innovative (bio)informatics techniques, 
mining data to uncover hidden relationships and networks in disease 
areas, their expertise providing new insight in pharma research, 
presented in intuitive, comprehensive reports”  
BioAxis Research, customer for research in role of Brown fat in 
metabolic disorders and obesity 
 
"We use KMAP for several applications both internally and externally. 
For example, to collect information regarding selected proteins to 
support our customers or for prioritization of new protein targets."  
Olink Proteomics, CRO in the proteomics field 

 

 

Figure 1: KMAP captures scientific knowledge in over 200 million biological relations and KMINE uncovers hidden relations 

Our KMINE products offer access to the KMAP platform. These products are designed specifically for research 
teams and data engineers to assist in: √ discovery √ drug repurposing √ literature scoping √ clinical validation. 
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https://www.tenwise.nl/wp/index.php/k-map-k-mine-continued/
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Drug repurposing: Use of 
KMINE in support of selective 

cancer gene targeting 

 
We used:

 
 
Peer-reviewed publications that focus on drug repurposing look at finding synergies between existing drugs in 
targeting difficult-to-target cancer genes. In this use case we generated a KMINE Literature Report that lists cancer 
genes that are related to different types of cancers that we have in our Disease Ontology. Also, we looked at the 
most important cancer genes found and searched for drug compounds described to date that have described 
relations. This yielded hundreds of diseases (A)-drug (B) and drug (B)-gene (C) relations. We demonstrated how this 
ABC principle can be used to find other and new cancer diseases related to existing drugs by means of looking at 
similarities in genes.  
 

 
Literature Report: cancer gene targeting with existing drugs 

 
 Figure 2: first step in drug repurposing: linking diseases (A) and drugs (B) with sentence generation describing mode of actions. 

Conclusions:  
KMINE enables researchers to find hidden relations via the ABC principle. KMINE Literature Reports allow to 
interactively search in tables, networks and heatmaps to easily and quicky extract abstracts and sentences of 
relevance describing putative relations between concepts.  
 
Want to know how to access KMAP? Call us or request a demonstration or quote:  

 

• Nils Hijlkema 

• Chief Commercial Officer 

• +316 11 718915 

• Nils.Hijlkema@tenwise.nl 

 

• Wynand Alkema 

• Chief Scientific Officer 

• +316 14 727938 

• Wynand.alkema@tenwise.nl 
 

 


